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ABSTRACT
The GALEX Ultraviolet Virgo Cluster Survey (GUViCS) is a complete blind survey of the Virgo cluster covering ∼40 sq. deg in the far UV
(FUV, λeff = 1539 Å,∆λ = 442 Å) and ∼120 sq. deg in the near UV (NUV, λeff = 2316 Å,∆λ = 1060 Å). The goal of the survey is to study the
ultraviolet (UV) properties of galaxies in a rich cluster environment, spanning a wide luminosity range from giants to dwarfs, and regardless of
prior knowledge of their star formation activity. The UV data will be combined with those in other bands (optical: NGVS; far-infrared – submm:
HeViCS; HI: ALFALFA) and with our multizone chemo-spectrophotometric models of galaxy evolution to make a complete and exhaustive
study of the effects of the environment on the evolution of galaxies in high density regions. We present here the scientific objectives of the
survey, describing the observing strategy and briefly discussing different data reduction techniques. Using UV data already in-hand for the central
12 sq. deg we determine the FUV and NUV luminosity functions of the Virgo cluster core for all cluster members and separately for early- and
late-type galaxies and compare it to the one obtained in the field and other nearby clusters (Coma, A1367). This analysis shows that the FUV
and NUV luminosity functions of the core of the Virgo clusters are flatter (α ∼ −1.1) than those determined in Coma and A1367. We discuss the
possible origin of this difference.
Key words. galaxies: clusters: individual: Virgo – galaxies: evolution – galaxies: fundamental parameters – ultraviolet: galaxies –
galaxies: luminosity function, mass function
1. Introduction
Observations of galaxies at different redshift have shown that
galaxy mass is the principal driver of their evolution (Gavazzi
et al. 1996; Cowie et al. 1996; Boselli et al. 2001). The ex-
istence of systematic differences between galaxies inhabiting
high-(clusters) and low density (field) regions, among which
the most evident is certainly the morphology segregation ef-
fect (Dressler 1980), indicates, however, that the environment
must have played a significant role in shaping galaxy evolution
(Boselli & Gavazzi 2006; Poggianti et al. 2009). It is still unclear
whether the seeds of galaxy formation in high density environ-
ments are different from those in low density regions, therefore
leading to different galaxy populations, or whether cluster and
field galaxies are originally similar objects that are subsequently
modified by the harsh cluster environment (“Nurture or Nature”?
Gavazzi et al. 2010). A critical step in furthering our understand-
ing of these issues, is to compare the predictions of cosmologi-
cal models and theories of structure formation and galaxy evolu-
tion with multi-frequency observations of galaxies covering their
# Table 1 is only available in electronic form at
http://www.aanda.org
entire “fossil” sequence, from their epoch of formation to fully
evolved local systems.
Studying the local universe is of paramount importance since
it represents the end point of galaxy evolution. In the local
universe most of the major baryonic components of galaxies
(gas, stars, dust) are accessible to modern instrumentation and
the contribution of different galaxy components (nuclei, bulges,
discs, spiral arms...) can be separated. In this perspective the
local universe is also ideal for gathering information on dwarf
galaxies, the most common in the universe: because of their
fragility due to a shallow potential well, dwarfs are expected to
be easily perturbed (Moore et al. 1998; Mastropietro et al. 2005;
Boselli et al. 2008a) and are therefore ideally suited to study the
effects of environment on the evolution of galaxies.
Ironically, a global and complete view of high density envi-
ronments in the local universe is still lacking since clusters of
galaxies, with their linear dimensions of a few Mpc, have an-
gular sizes that can reach up to ∼100 sq. deg at a distance of
∼20 Mpc (Virgo, Fornax), and are thus difficult to cover at all
frequencies, even with modern instrumentation. They indeed re-
quire panoramic detectors with a very large fields of view such
as MegaPrime on CFHT (1 sq. deg) and GALEX (circular field
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of 1 deg diameter; 1 deg at the distance of Virgo corresponds to
∼290 kpc).
This contribution will be focused on the Virgo cluster, the
dominant mass concentration in the local universe and the largest
collection of galaxies within 35 Mpc. With the aim of studying
the role of the environment on the evolution of galaxies, several
blind surveys are covering this region at an unprecedented depth.
There are several reasons why Virgo has been chosen for these
studies: it is a close, rich cluster, whose distance (16.5 Mpc, Mei
et al. 2007) is such that galaxies spanning a wide range in mor-
phology and luminosity can be studied, from giant spirals and el-
lipticals down to dwarf irregulars, blue compact dwarfs (BCDs)
and dwarf ellipticals (dE) and spheroidals (dS0). Furthermore,
Virgo is still in the process of being assembled, so that a wide
range of processes (ram-pressure stripping, tidal interactions,
harassment and pre-processing) are still taking place. Three
surveys are of particular relevance for these studies: the Next
Generation Virgo Cluster Survey (NGVS, Ferrarese et al. 2011),
The Herschel Virgo Cluster Survey (HeViCS, Davies et al.
2010), and the Arecibo Legacy Fast ALFA survey (ALFALFA,
Giovanelli et al. 2005).
The Next Generation Virgo Survey (NGVS)1 (Ferrarese
et al., in prep.) is an optical (ugriz) survey covering 104 deg2 of
the Virgo cluster with MegaPrime on the CFHT to a point-source
depth of g ∼ 25.7 mag and a corresponding surface brightness of
µg ∼ 29 mag arcsec−2. The survey, which is now starting its third
year of operations, will be completed in 2012. The goals of the
NGVS are the study of faint end slope of the galaxy luminosity
function, the characterization of galaxy scaling relations over a
dynamic range of 7 orders of magnitude in mass, and the study
of the diffuse and discrete intracluster population.
The Herschel Virgo Cluster Survey (HeViCS)2 (Davies et al.
2010) is a blind far-IR survey of 60 deg2 in five photomet-
ric bands from 100 to 500 µm with PACS and SPIRE on the
Herschel Space Observatory down to the confusion limit (at
250 µm; 286 h allocated as an open time key program on
Herschel). The goal of this survey is to study the dust proper-
ties of cluster galaxies, including the extended dust distributed
around galactic discs or associated with tidal debris and low sur-
face brightness galaxies, and to reconstruct the far-IR luminosity
function as well as to detect dust in the intra cluster medium.
The Arecibo Legacy Fast ALFA survey (ALFALFA)3 is a
blind HI survey covering 7000 deg2 in the declination range 0◦ <
Dec < 32◦ and velocity range −1600 < vel < 18 000 km s−1
with a spectral resolution of 5 km s−1 down to a sensitivity
limit of 2.4 mJy, corresponding to ∼107.5 M% at the distance of
Virgo (Giovanelli et al. 2005). The survey, which has already
completed the Virgo cluster region, has been designed to pro-
vide the basis for studies of the dynamics of galaxies within
nearby superclusters, allow measurement of the HI diameter and
mass function, and enable a first wide-area blind search for local
HI tidal features and HI absorbers.
These surveys contain a wealth of information on the stellar
population of Virgo galaxies, and on the properties of the neu-
tral gas (available for star formation) and dust (produced during
stellar evolution) in the cluster. A major ingredient, however, is
still lacking for a complete study of the evolution of galaxies
in clusters: the present day star formation activity. This can be
determined from the UV flux emitted by the youngest stellar
1 https://www.astrosci.ca/NGVS/The_Next_Generation_
Virgo_Cluster_Survey/Home.html
2 http://www.hevics.org/
3 http://egg.astro.cornell.edu/alfalfa/
population, provided that dust extinction can be accurately de-
termined, for instance, using the far-IR to UV flux ratio (Cortese
et al. 2008a)4. Furthermore, our previous studies have proved
that combining multifrequency spectrophotometric data cover-
ing the entire electromagnetic spectrum, from the far-UV to ra-
dio wavelengths, with multizone models of galaxy evolution, is
one of the most reliable and powerful ways to reconstruct the
evolution of galaxies in clusters. The galaxy-cluster interaction
responsible for the gas removal in the outer discs of spirals trun-
cates the star formation activity producing reversed color gradi-
ents with respect to normal, unperturbed objects (Boselli et al.
2006). In dwarf, star forming systems, models indicate that the
gas removal is so efficient in stopping the activity on short time
scales (<2 Gyr), producing objects with structural and spec-
trophotometric properties similar to those of dwarf ellipticals
(Boselli et al. 2008a,b). Furthermore, the UV radiation is the
most important heating source of the interstellar medium, and
its quantification is critical for constraining the physical equilib-
rium between the different components of the ISM. Contrary to
star forming systems, in massive ellipticals the UV emission is
dominated by the old stellar population (UV upturn, O’Connell
1999; Deharveng et al. 2002; Boselli et al. 2005a; Donas et al.
2007) although some residual star formation can still be present.
Far-ultraviolet (FUV) and near-ultraviolet (NUV) GALEX
observations of the Virgo area are thus mandatory for the suc-
cess of this ambitious project of a complete and coherent study
of the Virgo cluster, a milestone towards the understanding of the
relative role of mass and environment on the evolution of galax-
ies. The goal of this paper is to present the GALEX Ultraviolet
Virgo Cluster Survey (GUViCS)5, designed specifically to cover
the entire Virgo cluster region in the ultraviolet (UV) spectral
domain. We present here all technical aspects concerning the se-
lected fields and the observing strategy, with a brief description
of the data reduction procedures, with particular attention to the
standard GALEX pipeline tuned for the dominating background
sources but limited for extended sources. The detailed descrip-
tion of the flux extraction technique of Virgo cluster members
will be presented in a forthcoming communication. Using the
data of the central 12 sq. deg we construct the FUV and NUV lu-
minosity functions of the core of the Virgo cluster.
2. The GUViCS survey
Previous observations of nearby galaxies have shown that the
low surface brightness features associated with low HI col-
umn densities, such as low surface brightness galaxies (Boissier
et al. 2008), dwarf ellipticals (Boselli et al. 2005a; Boselli et al.
2008a), the outskirts of spiral galaxies (Thilker et al. 2005) or
tidal debris (Boselli et al. 2005b; Duc et al. 2007; Boquien
et al. 2007, 2009), have UV surface brightnesses in both the
FUV and NUV bands of ∼27.5−28 mag arcsec−2, thus unde-
tectable in the GALEX All-Sky Imaging Survey, which is lim-
ited to ∼26 mag arcsec−2. Medium Deep Imaging Survey (MIS;
1 orbit/pointing, ∼1500 s) are thus necessary to study the ef-
fects of the environment on cluster galaxies. MIS observations of
the Virgo cluster have shown that while almost all star-forming
galaxies catalogued in the VCC (Binggeli et al. 1985) down to
mB ∼ 19 can be seen with 1 orbit observations, only the brightest
4 The FAUST instrument (Deharveng et al. 1991) only provided a shal-
low FUV survey of the Virgo cluster with the detection of the brightest
∼40 objects.
5 http://galex.oamp.fr/guvics/
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Fig. 1. The Virgo cluster region as covered by GALEX in the
FUV band. Circles of 1 deg diameter indicate each single pointing, with
colours coded according to the exposure time. The region covered by
NGVS is indicated by a green solid line while that mapped by HeViCS
by a green dashed line. The entire 0◦ < Dec < 18◦ range has been
covered by ALFALFA.
dwarf ellipticals (mB ∼ 16.5) can be detected. The GUViCS
project has been designed to complete the UV GALEX cover-
age of the Virgo cluster at a depth similar to the GALEX MIS.
Excluding a few positions affected by the presence of bright stars
saturating the detector, 94 new pointings have been selected in
order to cover ∼90 % of the area observed by the NGVS or the
HeViCS surveys. This results in a ∼120 square degree coverage
centered on M87 (see Figs. 1 and 2). In this area, the mean num-
ber of NUV and FUV detections per field at the depth of the MIS
is ∼10 000 and 1500 respectively, with the majority being back-
ground galaxies (see Sect. 5). Considering the number of cluster
objects catalogued in the VCC within the selected area, we esti-
mate that due to these new observations the numbers of UV de-
tected Virgo members can be increased to ∼450 (late-type) and
∼260 (early-type) respectively (43 and 92 have been already de-
tected in the central 12 deg2 analyzed in this work). This number
will certainly increase once the data are cross-correlated with the
position of new galaxies discovered by NGVS, allowing the de-
tection of peculiar objects such as compact galaxies, unresolved
in UV (GALEX has a resolution of 4−5 arcsec) but resolved by
NGVS, and very low surface brightness systems undetected by
optical surveys, or star forming tidal debris such as the UV tidal
tail of NGC 4438 (Boselli et al. 2005b). This significant increase
in the statistics of cluster members is mandatory to extend pre-
vious analyses (Boselli et al. 2005a,b, 2006, 2008a,b; Lisker &
Han 2008; Kim et al. 2010), which were limited in the central
12 deg2, to a narrow strip in the southern region of the cluster, or
to some pointed observations on a few selected objects.
The availability of contiguous fields will allow us to have
a complete view of the cluster, from the densest core to its
outskirts. Furthermore, we can study the properties of galax-
ies within the various cluster dynamical substructures, from
Virgo A, the virialized region within the cluster, dominated by
quiescent systems or gas deficient spirals, to Virgo B, the M,
Fig. 2. Same as Fig. 1 but for the NUV band. The GUViCS pointings
are marked with a red circle.
W and W′ clouds and the Southern extension, these last regions
dominated by freshly infalling spirals undergoing their first in-
teraction with the cluster environment (Gavazzi et al. 1999).
These substructures, undersampled in the previous GALEX sur-
veys of Virgo, are of primary importance since they are the
analogues of the groups that merged in the past to form rich
clusters, where pre-processing is probably active. This is still
a poorly known process often proposed as the main driver of
past galaxy evolution in high density regions. The significant in-
crease in statistics will also allow us to make detailed analysis
of different sub-categories of quiescent (dwarf ellipticals and
spheroidals, nucleated and not) and star-forming objects (Im,
BCD, pec, amorphous.) the origin of which is uncertain (Lisker
et al. 2008; Cote et al. 2006). The Balmer break falls in the
u band for z < 0.25, therefore, GALEX data are crucial to sam-
ple the spectra of galaxies shortward of the break, thus helping
to separate Virgo galaxies from background objects and remov-
ing any degeneracy with the morphological type. Combining
UV data with those obtained in the optical bands by NGVS we
will improve the photo-z accuracy at z < 0.5 by a factor of 1.5−2
and limit the fraction of z < 0.25 galaxies with a photo-z wrongly
estimated at z > 0.4 (see Fig. 3 of Niemack et al. 2009).
UV data will be used to determine, for the first time, the
UV luminosity function of a nearby cluster down to MUV = −10,
a limit ∼4 mag deeper than previously conducted (Cortese et al.
2005, 2008b), allowing us to sample both the quiescent and star
forming galaxy population down to dwarfs. UV data will then
be used to reconstruct the extinction corrected UV to sub-mm
SED of Virgo cluster galaxies that, with the help of our models,
will constrain the evolution of galaxies in the cluster for both re-
solved and unresolved objects (Boselli et al. 1998, 2003, 2010).
The UV color of early type galaxies will be analyzed to deter-
mine whether their emission is due to recent star formation ac-
tivity or is rather related to an old stellar population (UV upturn,
Boselli et al. 2005a). We will study the UV-optical color magni-
tude relation, that combined with our spectrophotometric models
of galaxy evolution, will be used to understand the origin of the
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red sequence in clusters (Boselli et al. 2008a; Hughes & Cortese
2009; Cortese & Hughes 2009). This study will be conducted in
four steps: a) for galaxies belonging to the whole cluster; b) as a
function of density; c) separately for objects within the different
cluster substructures; and d) for different morphological subcat-
egories (dE; dE,N; dS0; Im; BCD...). UV data will also be used
to search for star forming regions in intergalactic clouds such as
those found in the Leo ring (Thilker et al. 2009; Michel-Dansac
et al. 2010). Our survey will provide us with a high galactic lat-
itude deep and wide contiguous field with complete wavelength
coverage, mostly unaffected by galactic extinction and contam-
ination of foreground stars, providing us with a unique dataset
for any multifrequency study on background structures. At the
same time, large field UV maps will be compared with infrared
maps to identify the diffuse cirrus emission due to blue scattered
light (Cortese et al. 2010).
The last GUViCS observations were obtained in summer
2010 (see Table 1). At that time the GALEX team declared the
FUV detector officially inoperative. The GUViCS observations
have thus been completed only in the NUV band, with a ∼40%
coverage in the FUV (see Figs. 1 and 2). The Virgo cluster re-
gion (12h < RA < 13h; 0◦ < Dec < 20◦) has been tiled with
133 fields in the FUV band (see Fig. 1) and 237 in the NUV
(Fig. 2) observed with pointed observations (excluding the All
sky Imaging Survey, AIS) as listed in Table 1.
3. UV images
The GUViCS survey is providing us with high quality NUV im-
ages of different kind of galaxies of sensitivity and angular reso-
lution well adapted for fulfilling the different scientific purposes
of this project. This is well depicted in Fig. 3 representing the
NUV GUViCS (left) and optical NGVS or SDSS (right) images
of several Virgo cluster and background objects.
Early-type galaxies, such as the lenticular (S0A+(r))
NGC 4429, can be resolved in the NUV band, thus permitting
a detailed study of the radial variation of the different stellar
populations contributing to the UV emission in evolved sys-
tems. The distribution of the young stellar populations produced
in recent star formation events is well traced by the NUV im-
ages of both giant and dwarf late-type Virgo cluster members, as
shown in the images of the spiral galaxy NGC 4639 (SAB(rs)bc)
and of its close companion VCC 1931 (Im) or of the late-type
VCC 320 (S?). For the latter, the optical image did not allow
an accurate morphological classification even using the excel-
lent Du Pont photographic plates (Binggeli et al. 1985), how-
ever the NUV image undoubtedly identifies it as a star form-
ing dwarf (Im). GUViCS provides us also with interesting data
for background objects, as in the case of the interacting system
NGC 4320, where the NUV image can be used to study the star
formation history of the pronounced tidal tails, or in IC 3199,
a barred spiral with a prominent UV ring barely detected in the
optical image.
The combination of UV (GALEX), optical (NGVS), far
infrared (HeViCS) and HI (ALFALFA) data of the whole
Virgo cluster region will provide us with a unique dataset for
a complete and coherent study of all kind of galaxies in differ-
ent environments. An indicative example of the quality of the
science that the unified, multifrequency dataset can provide is
given in Fig. 4 showing the NUV (left), optical (center) and
far infrared (right) images of the nearly face-on spiral galaxy
NGC 4298 (SA(rs)c) and the edge-on spiral NGC 4302 (Sc).
The optical image shows a prominent dust lane in NGC 4302
absorbing almost all the stellar light emitted along the plane of
the disc of the galaxy. Because of the high attenuation of the ul-
traviolet light due to the edge-on projection of the galaxy, the
UV surface brightness of NGC 4302 is much lower than that of
the less extinguished face-on NGC 4298, while the opposite is
true in the optical bands. The absorbed ultraviolet stellar radia-
tion heats the dust located along the edge-on disc of NGC 4302
and is re-emitted in the far infrared, causing the galaxy to have
high surface brightness at these wavelengths. The combination
of multifrequency data with radiative transfer models of galaxy
discs of different geometries will allow us to quantify the inter-
nal attenuation of the UV and optical light within these objects
and thus quantify the relative weight of the different stellar com-
ponents to their stellar emission.
4. Data reduction
The GALEX pipeline provides images and magnitudes for all
of the observed fields. This pipeline gives magnitudes extracted
using SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996), as extensively de-
scribed in Morrissey et al. (2007). This automatic procedure
for flux extraction is optimized for point-like sources within
MIS fields, and is thus ideal for the background objects that
dominate the cluster fields. It generally fails for extended sources
such as the bright Virgo galaxies. Different flux extraction proce-
dures must thus be adopted for point-like and extended sources.
As the first paper of the GUViCS survey, here we briefly
present and discuss a flux extraction technique adapted for ex-
tended sources. As a scientific case we apply it to the central
12 sq. deg of the cluster, one of the few regions with available
FUV and NUV data (see Fig. 5). These data are then used to de-
termine the FUV and NUV luminosity functions of the core of
the Virgo cluster.
The central 12 sq. deg of Virgo have been observed at
∼1500 s per field in the FUV and ∼3000−4500 in NUV by the
GALEX team in 2004−2005 (NGA_Virgo fields in Table 1)6.
The GR6 data analyzed in this work have been processed using
the GALEX pipeline version Ops7.0.1.
4.1. Point-like sources
The pipeline gives 96207 and 21349 1-sigma detections in the
NUV and FUV fields respectively7. Since the purpose of the
present paper is to study the UV luminosity function of the Virgo
cluster, the flux extraction must be limited to within the com-
pleteness magnitude range of the survey. The GALEX MIS is
complete down to FUV and NUV ∼21.5 (Xu et al. 2005), we
thus adopt a conservative limiting magnitude of 21 mag in both
the NUV and FUV bands. The flux limited sample includes 3467
and 834 sources in the NUV and FUV bands respectively. The
overlap regions in contiguous fields will be used for an accurate
calibration of the data and for a realistic quantification of the
uncertainties (see Fig. 6).
At this magnitude limit, the difference between the fluxes of
galaxies observed on more than one frame is ∆(FUV) = −0.02±
0.14 mag and ∆(NUV) = 0.00 ± 0.10 mag (see Fig. 6).
6 The central 12 deg2 fields have been monitored since 2005 to search
for supernovae: combining the the different images, the total integration
time per pointing is of the order of 15 000 s. These longer exposures are
however still not available on MAST.
7 Given the poor angular resolution of GALEX, ∼4−5 arcsec, these
numbers include stars and artifacts.
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Fig. 3. From top to bottom, GUViCS NUV (left) and NGVS (SDSS in the case of VCC 320, which is located outside the NGVS footprint; right) gri
colour images of a) the lenticular galaxy NGC 4429, b) of the spiral NGC 4639 and of the Im VCC 1931, c) of the newly classified Im VCC 320,
d) of the background interacting system NGC 4320 and e) of the spiral ring galaxy IC 3199.
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Fig. 4. The NUV (GUViCS; left) , optical gri (NGVS; middle) and far infrared (HeViCS, 250 µm; right) images of the face-on NGC 4298 and the
edge-on NGC 4302 spiral galaxies in the Virgo cluster.
Fig. 5. The sky distribution of the GUViCs sources described in this
work: large red empty circles and blue squares indicates early- (E, S0,
S0a, dE) and late-type (Sa-Im-BCD) VCC galaxies respectively de-
tected in at least one UV band. Their size decreases according to their
optical photographic magnitude (taken from the VCC Catalogue) in
four different bins in magnitude: <12, 12 ≤ mag < 14, 14 ≤ mag < 16
and ≥16. The green dots indicate GALEX standard pipeline detections
of objects identified as galaxies in the SDSS with NUV magnitudes
brighter than 21 mag and include Virgo members and background ob-
jects. The black solid contours show the X-ray gas distribution obtained
with ROSAT (Boheringer et al. 1994).
4.2. Extended sources
Extended sources such as Virgo cluster galaxies, given their
proximity (16.5 Mpc) have angular sizes which can reach
∼10 arcmin. They are generally shredded by standard pipelines
for flux extraction and must be treated following specially tai-
lored procedures. This issue is important in giant star forming
spirals where compact regions such as nuclei, features along
the spiral arms and HII regions can be mistaken as individual
sources, but the same problem can occur also in low luminos-
ity objects which, except BCDs, still can have angular sizes
of ∼1 arcmin. To avoid this problem we use the FUNTOOLS
Fig. 6. The comparison of NUV (upper panel) and FUV (lower panel)
magnitudes obtained form the standard GALEX pipeline for galaxies
detected in more than one field. The vertical dashed line indicates the
limiting magnitude (21) adopted in this study. The error bar on the left
gives the 1σ dispersion in the data, while the horizontal dotted line gives
the mean value, both determined for galaxies with <21 mag.
task on DS9 to extract the fluxes of all detected VCC galaxies
within the observed frames (325 galaxies). FUNTOOLS allows
us to define circular and elliptical apertures and annuli which
can be defined, oriented and positioned to perfectly cover the
image of the galaxy and select a nearby region for the determi-
nation of the background sky emission. This technique, although
still very crude since not able to provide us with total extrapo-
lated magnitudes, is well tuned for extended sources. The re-
sults can be compared to the the observed fluxes determined with
SExtractor by the pipeline tailored for point-like sources. In par-
ticular this technique is perfectly suited for the purpose of the
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present paper, i.e. the determination of the luminosity function
of the Virgo cluster, which is based on histograms with bins that
are one magnitude wide (the mean difference between extrapo-
lated and aperture magnitudes is generally ∼0.1 mag in the op-
tical and near infrared bands (Gavazzi et al. 2000), a value that
might slightly change in the UV bands8). In the present work,
FUNTOOLS regions (inclination and position angle) have been
defined based on the optical images of the VCC galaxies. Fluxes
have been obtained integrating the UV images down to the VCC
optical diameter which roughly corresponds to an optical surface
brightness Σ(B) = 25 mag arcsec−2.
Figure 7 compares the integrated magnitudes of VCC galax-
ies measured with FUNTOOLS (extended) to those automat-
ically extracted by the GALEX pipeline (pipeline) for early-
(red open squares) and late-type (blue filled circles) galaxies.
Figure 7 clearly shows that shredding9 is very important in the
most luminous or extended galaxies, where magnitudes from the
standard pipeline can be underestimated by up to ∼5 mag while,
as expected, the effect is much less important in low luminosity
and compact systems. This effect is significantly more important
in late-type systems than in smooth ellipticals because of their
complex UV morphology.
4.3. Galaxy-star identification
The complete NUV and FUV catalogues have been cross-
correlated with the SDSS catalogue (SDSS 7, Abazajian et al.
2009) for the identification of stars and galaxies, which is im-
possible on UV images because of their poor angular resolu-
tion (∼4−5 arcsec). The cross-correlation between GALEX and
SDSS used the following criteria. We considered only GALEX
objects within 0.5 degrees from the center of each GALEX field.
We removed duplicates in GALEX overlapping fields by choos-
ing the detections in the field with the largest exposure time. The
cross correlation between GALEX and SDSS was performed
following Budavari et al. (2009), using a positional match ra-
dius of 7 arcsec. We only considered here GALEX objects with
one and only one SDSS counterpart.
Out of the 3467 NUV and 834 FUV detected sources with
a UV mag brighter than 21 mag, 3333 (NUV) and 779 (FUV)
have an optical counterpart in the SDSS. For the detections in
common with SDSS the galaxy-star identification is based on
SDSS criteria based on the shape of the observed optical PSF
(Stoughton et al. 2002), which is quite accurate in the magni-
tude range analyzed in this work. Spurious optical identifications
are, however, possible for very bright stars for which the optical
halo, due to the reflection of the star light within the telescope,
produces an extended image identified as a galaxy. These detec-
tions, all inspected by eye, however, are easily identified as spu-
rious and removed since they are not associated with any bright
cataloged galaxy in the VCC. For the 134 objects in NUV and
55 objects in FUV not having a SDSS counterpart, the galaxy-
star identification is made by means of the UV surface bright-
ness, which is significantly higher in point-like sources than in
extended objects (see Fig. 10 and Sect. 5). In summary, once
8 An accurate description of the flux extraction technique in
Virgo cluster galaxies based on the extrapolation of light profiles, with
the determination of total magnitudes and various structural parameters
(effective surface brightness and radii, concentration indices) will be
presented in a forthcoming paper.
9 The authomatic pipeline resolves different features (nucleus, HII re-
gions, spiral arms...) in the image of an extended object and consider
them as independent galaxies of low luminosity.
stars and artifacts are removed, the resulting sample is composed
of 1336 and 660 galaxies detected in NUV and FUV respec-
tively10, out of which 88 (NUV) and 70 (FUV) are VCC galax-
ies.
4.4. Ultra compact dwarf galaxies
Ultra compact dwarf (UCD) galaxies such as those observed by
Hasegan et al. (2005) and Jones et al. (2006) are Virgo cluster ob-
jects with a point-like aspect and are thus generally unresolved
in ground based optical imaging (Evstigneeva et al. 2008)11. The
star-galaxy classification based on SDSS optical imaging is thus
unable to resolve and identify these objects as galaxies. Virgo
UCD galaxies, if not identified as cluster members in spectro-
scopic surveys, are thus not included in the present study. To
check whether this selection effect can contaminate the determi-
nation of our luminosity function we studied the 22 UCD galax-
ies observed by Hasegan et al. (2005) and Jones et al. (2006),
all located inside the 12 sq. deg analyzed in this work, and we
found that only 6 have been detected by GALEX in at least one
band. All of them have UV magnitudes below our cutoff limit of
21 mag (see Table 2). Furthermore we notice that these objects
do not follow the standard color-magnitude relation of brighter
galaxies (see Fig. 8) probably because of the presence of a rela-
tively old stellar population (Evstigneeva et al. 2007). They have
colours similar to those of massive late-type galaxies and are
thus not bright objects in the UV bands. If these 22 objects are
representative of the UCD galaxy population of Virgo, we con-
clude that the missclassification of UCD galaxies as stars does
not affect the determination of our UV luminosity functions.
5. The identification of Virgo cluster members
Virgo cluster members are identified among the NUV (1336)
and FUV (660) detected galaxies adopting the following crite-
ria: we first cross-correlate our catalogue with NED and SDSS to
identify galaxies with available spectroscopic redshift (406 with
NUV data and 329 with FUV data; see Fig. 9). Among these we
consider as Virgo members those with zspec < 0.01167 (vel <
3500 km s−1) to include galaxies belonging to all of the different
substructures of the cluster (Virgo B, M and W clouds, Gavazzi
et al. 1999) or those VCC galaxies defined as Virgo cluster mem-
bers by Binggeli et al. (1988, 1993). For the remaining galax-
ies we first rejected all objects with SDSS photometric redshift
zphot ≥ 0.1 (this can be done only for galaxies with an r band
magnitude brighter than 20, Oyaizu et al. 2008), and for the re-
maining objects (galaxies with zphot < 0.1 and r < 20; r ≥ 20;
without SDSS counterpart) we adopt the same surface bright-
ness technique originally and successfully used by Binggeli and
collaborators (Binggeli et al. 1985, 1993).
This technique is on purpose slightly modified to deal with
galaxies with a SDSS counterpart (black crosses in Fig. 10) or
with targets with only GALEX detections (cyan). SDSS sur-
face brightnesses in the r and g bands are determined using the
Petrosian magnitude and half light radii, while in the UV bands
10 The contamination of stars in the NUV is significantly more impor-
tant than in the FUV since the far UV band is sensitive only to very
young stars which are rare compared to those of intermediate age de-
tectable in the NUV band.
11 The excellent imaging quality of the NGVS will allow us to resolve
these objects, that will thus be extensively studied in the next future by
combining NGVS and GUViCS data.
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Fig. 7. Difference between the NUV (upper panel) and FUV (lower panel) magnitudes obtained using the DS9 FUNTOOLS task (extended) and
those obtained from the GALEX standard pipeline (pipeline) as a function of the total extended magnitude (left) and the optical diameter (right)
of VCC galaxies. Open red squares are for early-type galaxies, blue filled circles for late-type objects.
Table 2. UV and SDSS observed magnitudes for the UCD galaxies detected by GALEX.
Name RA(2000) Dec FUV NUV u g r i z
S804 123051.2 +122613 21.34 – 21.68 19.73 19.02 18.66 18.63
S1370 123037.4 +121918 – 23.25 22.47 20.12 19.45 19.13 18.89
J123007.6+123631 123007.6 +123631 22.62 22.25 20.49 19.03 18.45 18.18 18.11
J123048.2+123511 123048.2 +123511 22.89 22.07 20.27 19.05 18.44 18.24 18.00
J123152.9+121559 123152.9 +121559 22.40 21.42 19.33 17.86 17.20 16.91 16.74
J123204.3+122030 123204.3 +122030 23.42 22.17 21.27 19.55 18.99 18.68 18.55
Notes. Names are from Hasegan et al. (2005) and Jones et al. (2006); SDSS magnitudes from NED.
using SExtractor kron-like magnitudes and half-light radii12.
Figure 10 clearly shows that the star-galaxy identification given
in the SDSS works very well: stars have a significantly higher
surface brightness than galaxies. The change in slope in the Σr
vs. r or Σg vs. g relation observed in bright objects is due to the
saturation of the SDSS detector combined with the ghost formed
around bright stars (Stoughton et al. 2002). Indeed a few bright
stars (r < 14 and NUV < 16) are missclassified as galaxies just
because of the presence of an extended ghost in their images.
This surface brightness criterion for discriminating stars from
galaxies can be successfully used also in the UV bands.
Given the strong relationship between surface brightness
and absolute magnitude first noticed by Binggeli et al. (1985),
12 For extended, VCC sources, cluster membership is assigned using
redshift, when available, or membership as determined in Gavazzi et al.
(1999).
Fig. 10 can be used to discriminate Virgo members, charac-
terized by low surface brightness and luminosity, from back-
ground sources of similar apparent magnitude which, because of
their distance, are intrinsically luminous, high surface brightness
galaxies. All spectroscopically identified Virgo cluster members
have r band surface brightness Σr fainter than ∼0.82r + 8.7
(dashed line in Fig. 10), with the exception of a few bright
sources for which the SDSS magnitude is poorly constrained.
For galaxies without spectroscopic information (green empty
circles and black crosses) we thus identify as Virgo members
those with Σr > 0.82r + 8.7. This criterion, however, cannot
be applied to GALEX detections without SDSS counterparts
(cyan in Fig. 10). Objects with only GALEX data have UV sur-
face brightnesses generally smaller than those of VCC galax-
ies (with magnitudes measured using FUNTOOLS). This is
evidence that they are generally spurious detections since the
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Fig. 8. FUV-NUV vs. Mi (upper), NUV-i vs. Mi color−magnitude
(middle) and NUV-i vs. NUV-g color−color (lower) relations for
UCD galaxies (black filled dots) compared to those observed for normal
galaxies of other morphological type extracted from the SINGS sample
(from Muñoz-Mateos et al. 2009; crosses). Red symbols are for early-
type galaxies, blue for late-type systems.
analysis of all the VCC galaxies within the field revealed that
only galaxies with a NUV and FUV surface brightness brighter
than 28 and 29 mag arcsec−2 can be detected. Indeed the visual
inspection of the brightest objects with only GALEX data re-
vealed that they are ghosts associated to bright stars. We thus ap-
plied a UV surface brightness limit to exclude all detections with
ΣNUV > 28 mag arcsec−2 and ΣFUV > 29 mag arcsec−2. We
then visually inspected the GALEX detections without SDSS
counterparts satisfying these conditions (55 in NUV and 12 in
FUV) and found out that they were a) ghosts of bright sources,
b) HII regions in the tail of the perturbed galaxy IC 3418
(Hester et al. 2010; Fumagalli et al. 2011) or c) background
galaxies at small projected angular distance unresolved by the
GALEX pipeline. Only one object detected by GALEX with-
out a SDSS counterpart can be added to the NUV detec-
tions. This object, GALEX 58202576066067982 (RA(J2000) =
12h36m27.28s; Dec = +13◦12′36.7′′), whose image is shown
in Fig. 11, is a very blue low surface brightness galaxy unde-
tected in the SDSS and barely detected in the u and g NGVS
bands with UV AB magnitudes FUV = 21.64 and NUV =
20.95 mag. Following these selection criteria we end up with
135 and 65 Virgo galaxies detected in NUV and FUV respec-
tively down to NUV and FUV 21 mag, out of which 92 are
Fig. 9. Distribution in photometric (black solid line) and spectroscopic
(red solid line) redshift of the UV detected galaxies (upper panel).
Photometric resdhifts are available for GALEX detected galaxies with
a SDSS counterpart with r < 20 mag. Zoom on the redshift range
0 < z < 0.1 (lower panel). The vertical dashed line shows the adopted
limit in the redshift space of the Virgo cluster.
early-type (E-S0-S0a) and 43 late-types (Sa-Sd-Im-BCD, where
the morphological type has been taken from the VCC) in NUV
and 34 and 31 in FUV. It is interesting to note that, even after the
advent of recent photometric and spectroscopic surveys such as
the SDSS or GALEX, the detected Virgo cluster members are for
the majority (124/135 in NUV and 59/65 in FUV) already cat-
alogued in the Virgo cluster catalogue of Binggeli et al. (1985)
based on photographic plates taken with the 2.5 m Du Pont tele-
scope at Las Campanas.
6. The UV luminosity function of the central 12 deg2
The FUV and NUV luminosity functions of the central 12 deg2
can be confidently measured using the available data. UV mag-
nitudes are corrected for Galactic extinction, here done using the
Schlegel et al. (1998) extinction map and the Galactic extinction
law of Pei (1992). The determination of the internal attenuation
requires far-infrared data for all the detected sources and is de-
ferred to a future paper. This correction, however, should be im-
portant only for the star forming galaxy population but negligible
in the dominant early-type galaxy population, including dE and
transition objects (de Looze et al. 2010).
Figure 12 shows the NUV and FUV luminosity function of
the Virgo cluster compared to those obtained for Coma (Cortese
et al. 2008b) and A1367 (Cortese et al. 2005) and for field galax-
ies (Wyder et al. 2005). The data are fitted with a Schechter func-
tion, with parameters given in Table 3 and compared in Fig. 13.
For comparison with other clusters we remind that the core and
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Fig. 10. Surface brightness vs. magnitude in four different bands. Red empty squares indicate spectroscopically identified Virgo cluster members,
blue empty triangles background galaxies with spectroscopic redshift zspec < 0.1, green empty circles objects with photometric redshift zphot < 0.1,
black crosses galaxies with SDSS data but without spectroscopic or photometric redshift, small magenta dots objects identified as stars in the SDSS
and small cyan 3 branches stars GALEX detections without SDSS counterparts. The dashed line indicates the surface brightness vs. magnitude
limit used for discriminating Virgo members from background objects. The dotted lines indicate the limit in surface brightness adopted for selecting
galaxies in the UV blind survey.
virial radii of Virgo are of RC = 130 kpc and RV = 1.68 Mpc
(Boselli & Gavazzi 2006), corresponding to 0.45◦ and 5.8◦ re-
spectively at a distance of 16.5 Mpc.
As a first remark we notice that, despite the relatively good
statistics, the sampled volume is relatively small (∼3.4 Mpc3
compared to A1367, ∼9 Mpc3, and Coma, ∼50 Mpc3) and thus
includes few bright galaxies (the whole GUViCS survey cov-
ers the whole Virgo cluster, whose size is at least 20 Mpc3).
For this reason, the value of M∗, which appears to be ∼1 mag
fainter than in the other two clusters or in the field is not
well constrained, with a formal uncertainty of ∼1 mag. Indeed
the values of M∗ for Virgo given in Table 3 are significantly
fainter than those obtained using the old FOCA and FAUST
surveys that, despite being relatively shallow, covered a larger
area and therefore included several bright galaxies13. These old
surveys have shown that Coma and Virgo had similar values of
M∗, while in A1367 the presence of very active galaxies such
13 Given the shallow nature of these old surveys, the uncertainty on
their M∗ was mostly due to their limited extension to low luminosities.
Table 3. The best fitting parameters for the NUV and FUV luminosity
functions.
Band Sample. M∗ α
NUV All –16.86+0.73−0.62 –1.12+0.07−0.06
NUV(M < −13) All –17.48+0.85−1.21 –1.26+0.16−0.17
NUV All –18.50 (fixed) –1.23+0.03−0.03
NUV Early-types –16.36+1.03−1.20 –1.17+0.09−0.08
NUV Late-types –17.60+1.03−1.63 –1.00+0.12−0.12
FUV All –16.95+1.30−3.56 –1.11+0.10−0.10
FUV All –18.20 (fixed) –1.17+0.06−0.06
as CGCG 97-087, 97-079 and 97-073 shifted M∗ to slightly
brighter values (Cortese et al. 2003). To quantify how the lack
of bright objects might change our results, we fixed M∗ equal to
the values obtained for the Coma cluster, –18.50 and –18.20 in
the NUV and FUV bands respectively, and determined the asso-
ciated α parameters (see Table 3). Although the absolute values
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Fig. 11. GALEX NUV (left) and NGVS u (middle) and g (right) images of the galaxy GALEX 58202576066067982 undetected by the SDSS.
of α increase at both wavelengths, the corresponding luminosity
functions are still significantly flatter than those determined in
Coma and A1367.
Given the correlation between α and M∗, large uncertainties
on M∗ translate to a significant uncertainty on the α parameter
(∼0.2). Despite this, the data apperas to indicate that the UV lu-
minosity functions of the core of the Virgo cluster are signifi-
cantly flatter (α ∼ −1.1) both in the NUV and FUV bands than
those of Coma and A1367 (α ∼ −1.6) or the Shapley superclus-
ter (α = −1.5, Haines et al. 2010), and more consistent with
the luminosity function measured for field galaxies (α ∼ −1.2,
Wyder et al. 2005). Several caveats prevent us from making
firm conclusions at this stage. First, the Virgo luminosity func-
tion presented here extends to fainter magnitudes (M ∼ −10)
than the Coma, A1367, Shapley and even field luminosity func-
tions (which have limiting magnitudes 4.5 mag brighter in the
clusters, and 3 mag brighter in the field). If we were to deter-
mine the Schechter parameters of the Virgo NUV14 luminos-
ity function limiting the data to M ≤ −13 (the required limit
of M ≤ −14.5 is prohibitive for the poor statistics even in the
NUV band), we would obtain values closer (but still significantly
different) to those obtained for the other clusters, although with
an even larger error on M∗ (see Fig. 13 and Table 3). Second, the
Virgo luminosity functions have been measured within a region
(∼1 Mpc2, ∼0.35RV) that is less extended than that used to deter-
mine the luminosity function in the Coma cluster (∼25 Mpc2 ex-
cluding the core of the cluster) but comparable to that of A1367
(∼2 Mpc2, ∼0.37RV). The differences in the measured slopes
might therefore be due to mass and morphological type segre-
gation effects. In Coma this effect is compounded by the fact
that the luminosity functions have been determined excluding
the central ∼1 sq. deg region, which could not be observed be-
cause of the presence of bright stars saturating the FUV detec-
tor. There are indeed some hints that in Coma the slope of the
UV luminosity functions flattens going from the periphery to the
densest observed regions (Cortese et al. 2008). Another source
of uncertainty in Coma and A1367 is that in the faint regime
(M ≥ −16) cluster membership is determined for the majority
of galaxies using poorly constrained statistical criteria whereas
in Virgo more accurate membership can be assigned down to
M = −10 (Rines & Geller 2008).
Despite these large uncertainties, we tentatively compare
these results to those obtained at other frequencies. The faint end
14 The poor statistics prevents to do this exercise in the FUV band.
Fig. 12. The FUV (upper) and NUV (lower) luminosity functions of the
Virgo cluster down to the magnitude limit of M ≤ −10 (black filled dots;
solid line) or limited to M ≤ −13 (black dotted line) compared to those
obtained for the Coma cluster (red squares; dotted line; from Cortese
et al. 2008b), A1367 (green long-dashed line; from Cortese et al. 2005)
and the field (blue short-dashed line; from Wyder et al. 2005). The field
luminosity function has been normalized to include approximately the
same number of Virgo objects.
slope of the NUV and FUV luminosity functions of Virgo galax-
ies is slightly flatter than that obtained by Sandage et al. (1985)
in the B bands down to the completeness limiting magnitude of
their survey (BT = 18; α = −1.25; see Table 4). We remind,
however, that the B band luminosity function of Sandage et al.
(1985) is determined on the whole Virgo cluster (∼10 sq. deg). A
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Fig. 13. Comparison of the parameters obtained by fitting Schechter functions to the FUV (left) and NUV (right) luminosity functions of the Virgo
cluster down to magnitude limits of M ≤ −10 (black filled circles and solid contours) and of M ≤ −13 (black empty circles and dotted contour or
error bars) with their uncertainty, of the Coma cluster (red empty square; from Cortese et al. 2008b), of A1367 (green filled triangle; from Cortese
et al. 2005), of the Shapley supercluster (yellow filled square; from Haines et al. 2010) and of the field (blue asterisk; from Wyder et al. 2005).
Table 4. The Virgo cluster luminosity functions in the B band.
Band Sample. M∗ α
B All −20.6 −1.25
B Early-types −21.4 −1.40
B Late-types −19.7 −0.80
Notes. M∗ from Sandage et al. (1985) have been transformed into
AB system magnitudes and corrected for a distance modulus of m−M =
31 mag as in the present work.
steepening of the faint end slope of the UV luminosity function
in the outskirts of Virgo is expected since already observed in
the optical bands in other clusters such as Coma (Beijersbergen
et al. 2002; Adami et al. 2007, 2008).
The accurate morphological classification available for the
VCC galaxies (from Binggeli et al. 1985, those not catalogued in
the VCC being classified as late-type dwarfs according to their
optical morphology and blue colors) allows us to estimate the
UV luminosity function separately for late- (Sa-Sm-Im-BCD)
and early-type (E-S0a-dE-dS0) systems (see Fig. 14).
In the NUV band the fitted Schechter functions (see Table 3)
are qualitatively similar to those obtained in the optical band
(Table 4), with a flatter slope for late-type systems (α ∼ −1.0)
than in early-type galaxies (α ∼ −1.2) due to the increasing
contribution of the dominating dE-dS0 galaxy population at the
faint end. The difference between the slopes of the early- and
late-type galaxy populations is however more marked in the op-
tical than in the NUV. This is quite expected since dwarf el-
liptical and spheroidal galaxies have redder colours than dwarf
star forming systems relatively rare in high density environ-
ments. The difference in M∗ between star forming and quies-
cent systems in the B and NUV bands is consistent with their
observed difference in color (Boselli et al. 2005a, 2008a). The
poor statistics in the FUV data prevents accurate fitting of the
data once the sample is divided into star forming and quiescent
systems. The data are, however, consistent with what found in
Coma and A1367, i.e. star forming objects dominate at high lu-
minosities while quiescent galaxies dominate at low luminosi-
ties. We note that the difference between early- and late-type
systems will likely be more pronounced once the luminosity
function is determined for the whole Virgo cluster since, given
Fig. 14. The FUV (upper) and NUV (lower) luminosity functions
of early-type (E-S0a-dE-dS0; red symbols) and late-type (Sa-Sm-Im-
BCD; blue symbols) Virgo cluster galaxies. The red and blue solid lines
give the best fit Schechter function for early- and late-type galaxies in
the NUV band.
the well known morphological segregation effect, the core re-
gion analyzed in this work is dominated by early-type systems.
Furthermore, since gas stripping is expected to be more efficient
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in the core region, the star formation activity, and therefore the
FUV fluxes, of the late-type galaxies sampled here are likely
significantly reduced with respect to those of galaxies at the pe-
riphery of the cluster (Boselli & Gavazzi 2006). It is interesting
to note that, despite the fact that the UV emission is generally
an indication of the presence of very young stellar populations,
the UV luminosity function of cluster galaxies is dominated by
evolved early-type galaxies.
These results on the shape of the UV luminosity functions
are qualitatively consistent with the picture recently proposed
by Boselli et al. (2008a,b), i.e. that low-luminosity star forming
galaxies recently accreted by the Virgo cluster interacted with
the hostile environment losing most of their gas after a rela-
tively short ram-pressure stripping event. The lack of gas, the
principal feeder of star formation, induces a rapid reduction of
the star formation activity, and therefore of the UV luminosity
(Boselli et al. 2009), transforming star forming rotating systems
into quiescent dwarf ellipticals. Indeed the faint end slope of the
UV luminosity function, sensitive to the dwarf galaxy popula-
tion, of the Virgo cluster and of the field are very similar, indicat-
ing that other processes such as the formation of dwarfs through
merging events (which should induce a flattening of the faint
end slope of the Virgo luminosity function) or the interaction of
massive systems (which would produce tidal dwarfs, thus steep-
ening the cluster luminosity function with respect to the field) do
not need to be invoked15. Given the high velocity dispersion of
the cluster, gravitational interactions necessary to produce tidal
dwarfs or merging events are extremely rare (Boselli & Gavazzi
2006). In a ram pressure stripping scenario the decreasing con-
tribution of star forming systems at low luminosities with respect
to the field, observed also in the optical bands, would be coun-
terbalanced by the increase of the number of quiescent dwarf
ellipticals. This picture is also consistent with the presence of
a significant number of rotationally supported dwarf ellipticals
within Virgo characterized by disky morphologies and young
stellar populations (Michielsen et al. 2008; Toloba et al. 2009,
2011). Although the presence of dwarf quiescent systems with
different morphological properties has been confirmed (Lisker
et al. 2006a,b, 2007, 2008, 2009), supporting the idea that differ-
ent formation processes at different epochs might have shaped
the dwarf galaxy evolution (Lisker 2009), the transformation of
low-luminosity star forming systems into dE-dS0 through a ram-
pressure stripping event is a very plausible scenario for explain-
ing the formation of the low-luminosity extension of the red
sequence at recent epochs (Boselli et al. 2008a; Gavazzi et al.
2010). The transformation of star forming into quiescent dwarf
systems, however, does not seem to work for Coma and A1367,
where the slope of the UV luminosity function is much steeper
than in the field. This observational evidence is inconsistent with
the idea that ram pressure stripping is much more efficient in
these high density clusters than in Virgo (Boselli & Gavazzi
2006). As previously mentioned, however, statistical corrections
necessary at low luminosities combined with a ∼4 mag brighter
cut make the fitting parameters of UV luminosity functions of
Coma and A1367 still highly uncertain for studying the dwarf
galaxy population.
15 Tidal dwarfs such as those produced in the interacting system
Arp 245 (Duc et al. 2000) would be easily detected by GALEX since
with FUV and NUV magnitudes of ∼16−17 mag and central surface
brightnesses of 23−24 mag arcsec−2. This is also the case for the star
forming blobs in the tail of IC 3418 (Fumagalli et al. 2011), potential
progenitors of tidal dwarfs, detected by the GALEX pipeline with UV
magnitudes <21.
7. Conclusion
We have described the GUViCS (GALEX Ultraviolet Virgo
Cluster Survey) survey aimed at covering in the UV the whole
Virgo cluster region (∼120 sq. deg) at the depth of the Medium
Imaging Survey (1 orbit per pointing, ∼1500 s). The data, al-
ready available for the central 12 sq. deg, have been used to de-
termine for the first time the FUV and NUV luminosity function
of galaxies belonging to the core of the Virgo cluster down to the
absolute magnitude limit of M ∼ −10. This has been done using
data for 135 and 65 galaxies in the NUV and FUV bands respec-
tively. Despite the relatively good statistics, the determination
of the NUV and FUV luminosity functions is mainly limited by
the small sampled volume of the cluster which drastically limits
the number of bright galaxies, making the measure of M∗ quite
uncertain. Complete UV coverage of Virgo is necessary for
an accurate determination of the UV luminosity function of
the cluster. Our analysis, however, suggests that the FUV and
NUV luminosity functions of Virgo galaxies both have slopes
α ∼ −1.1, significantly flatter than that determined for the nearby
clusters Coma and A1367 (α ∼ −1.6) and is rather similar to that
measured in the optical B band in Virgo (α = −1.25) or in the
UV bands in the field (α ∼ −1.2). Besides the large uncertainty
on the determination of M∗, the observed difference with Coma
and A1367 could be partly attributed to either the much smaller
dynamic range sampled (∼4 mag) and/or the quite uncertain sta-
tistical corrections applied for determining the contribution of
faint members of these 2 clusters. While late-type systems are
dominating at bright luminosities, quiescent dE-dS0 are more
frequent at low luminosities.
The observed shape of the Virgo UV luminosity function,
combined with other multifrequency observations and with our
spectro-photometric models of galaxy evolution, are consistent
with the idea that low-luminosity star forming systems recently
entered the Virgo cluster and lost their gas content after the inter-
action with the hostile environment, quenching their activity of
star formation and leading to the formation of quiescent systems.
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Table 1. GALEX observations of the Virgo cluster region.
Field RA Dec NUV integration time FUV integration time
(J.2000) (J.2000) (s) (s)
GI5_048014_GAMA12_13209 12:00:00.00 +00:28:01.1 1568.2 1568.2
GI5_048015_GAMA12_13208 12:02:01.60 +01:19:47.8 1552.0 1552.0
GI1_077004_BDp172428 12:03:15.20 +16:41:10.8 2730.1 2730.1
GI3_103010_MKW4 12:03:57.70 +02:13:48.0 2212.1 2212.1
GI5_048017_GAMA12_13260 12:04:03.97 +00:29:07.1 1537.2 1537.2
GI4_042028_AOHI120446p103742 12:04:04.44 +10:48:37.5 1213.2 1213.2
GI1_079001_NGC4064 12:04:11.18 +18:26:36.3 3369.9 1691.0
MISDR1_13206_0516 12:06:04.28 +03:03:00.5 1557.1 –
GI5_048019_GAMA12_13259 12:06:05.51 +01:20:35.3 2990.2 2990.2
GI6_001094_GUVICS094_0001 12:06:48.00 +14:21:00.0 1668.6 –
GI6_001001_GUVICS001 12:07:59.58 +12:31:28.7 1820.0 –
MISDR1_13205_0517 12:08:05.54 +03:54:25.8 208.0 –
MISDR1_13258_0517 12:08:06.83 +02:11:56.3 3221.2 1544.1
GI5_048021_GAMA12_13312 12:08:08.97 +00:29:56.6 1677.0 1677.0
GI6_001002_GUVICS002 12:08:24.09 +13:14:13.4 2615.5 –
GI6_001003_GUVICS003_0001 12:09:36.00 +15:18:00.0 1614.0 –
GI6_001004_GUVICS004_0001 12:09:48.00 +14:09:00.0 1694.2 –
GI1_056011_NGC4147 12:10:06.20 +18:32:31.0 1678.0 1678.0
MISDR1_13257_0517 12:10:08.17 +03:03:08.8 223.0 –
MISDR1_13311_0287 12:10:10.23 +01:21:04.2 3370.4 1693.2
GI6_001005_GUVICS005 12:10:12.54 +11:40:00.5 1790.2 –
GI6_001006_GUVICS006_0001 12:11:19.20 +06:30:00.0 1642.1 –
GI6_001007_GUVICS007_0001 12:11:31.20 +16:04:48.0 1693.0 –
GI2_125022_AGESstrip1_22 12:11:36.00 +08:48:00.0 3130.0 1594.0
GI6_001008_GUVICS008 12:11:36.35 +05:41:13.4 1866.2 –
GI4_019003_SDSS1212p01 12:12:09.31 +01:36:27.7 13171.0 13171.0
MISDR1_13310_0517 12:12:11.48 +02:12:04.6 3099.3 1687.2
GI5_048023_GAMA12_13365 12:12:14.82 +00:30:25.5 1690.2 1690.2
GI6_001011_GUVICS011_0001 12:12:17.21 +12:31:41.5 1700.0 –
NGA_NGC4168 12:12:18.48 +13:12:35.5 2066.0 –
NGA_NGC4192 12:12:22.80 +14:54:17.2 1226.1 –
GI1_079002_NGC4178 12:12:46.57 +11:10:06.9 3499.5 2231.3
GI2_125021_AGESstrip1_21 12:12:48.00 +08:00:00.0 3287.2 1597.0
GI1_079003_NGC4189 12:13:47.26 +13:25:29.3 4865.4 1538.0
GI5_038015_IRASF12112p0305 12:13:47.30 +02:48:34.0 3701.2 3701.2
GI6_001012_GUVICS012_0001 12:14:00.00 +15:39:00.0 1690.1 –
GI2_125020_AGESstrip1_20 12:14:00.00 +07:06:00.0 3034.3 1520.2
GI6_001013_GUVICS013 12:14:01.72 +09:54:26.9 702.4 –
GI2_007006_S_121410p140127 12:14:10.00 +14:01:27.0 24304.0 15983.8
GI5_048025_GAMA12_13364 12:14:15.82 +01:21:10.4 1701.0 170-
GI6_001014_GUVICS014_0001 12:14:17.45 +11:39:12.1 1668.2 –
GI6_001015_GUVICS015 12:14:40.80 +03:54:00.0 2681.5 –
VIRGO_SPEC_1 12:15:11.00 +13:06:00.0 2604.2 1672.0
GI6_001016_GUVICS016_0001 12:15:12.00 +05:30:00.0 1631.3 –
GI2_125019_AGESstrip1_19 12:15:12.00 +08:48:00.0 2930.2 1515.2
GI6_001017_GUVICS017_0001 12:15:24.00 +06:18:00.0 1657.0 –
GI2_125018_AGESstrip1_18 12:15:36.00 +08:00:00.0 3160.2 1556.2
GI1_080028_MCGp1_31_033 12:16:00.37 +04:39:03.5 3902.5 1639.2
GI6_001018_GUVICS018_0001 12:16:14.40 +16:24:00.0 1677.0 –
GI6_001019_GUVICS019_0001 12:16:17.46 +10:46:37.8 1670.2 –
GI5_048027_GAMA12_13419 12:16:21.46 +00:30:31.6 1693.0 1693.0
GI6_001020_GUVICS020_0001 12:16:22.60 +12:30:44.5 1679.4 –
GI6_001021_GUVICS021_0001 12:16:48.00 +14:01:48.0 1639.7 –
GI1_109020_NGC4235 12:17:09.90 +07:11:29.1 2897.2 1482.1
GI6_001022_GUVICS022_0001 12:17:12.00 +03:06:00.0 1689.2 –
GI6_001023_GUVICS023_0001 12:17:48.00 +09:15:00.0 1475.1 –
GI6_001023_GUVICS023_0002 12:17:48.00 +09:15:00.0 288.0 –
GI1_009021_UGC07332 12:17:56.70 +00:27:36.0 5396.1 1629.0
GI1_077009_Feige59 12:17:57.60 +15:38:42.0 1565.7 1565.7
GI6_001024_GUVICS024 12:18:14.40 +04:54:00.0 1606.2 –
GI6_001025_GUVICS025_0001 12:18:17.50 +09:54:02.3 1706.0 –
GI6_001026_GUVICS026_0001 12:18:22.16 +11:38:02.6 1612.2 –
GI1_077001_BDp192550 12:18:23.90 +19:08:51.9 1645.0 1645.0
GI6_001027_GUVICS027_0001 12:18:48.00 +13:24:00.0 1696.0 –
GI6_001028_GUVICS028_0001 12:19:00.00 +16:33:00.0 1680.0 –
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Table 1. continued.
Field RA Dec NUV integration time FUV integration time
(J.2000) (J.2000) (s) (s)
GI6_001029_GUVICS029_0001 12:19:00.00 +03:52:48.0 1684.2 –
GI2_125016_AGESstrip1_16 12:19:12.00 +08:00:00.0 1482.1 1482.1
GI4_012001_PG1216p069 12:19:20.90 +06:38:38.4 33699.8 30170.3
GI3_079021_NGC4261 12:19:23.00 +05:49:31.0 1655.0 1655.0
GI2_017001_J121754p144525 12:19:24.48 +14:36:00.0 27726.0 18131.3
VIRGOHI21 12:19:24.48 +14:36:00.0 18571.3 –
GI1_077007_HD107227 12:19:44.80 +08:40:56.3 3051.4 1500.3
GI4_042074_J122100p124340 12:19:53.30 +12:36:41.5 1209.0 1209.0
GI2_125015_AGESstrip1_15 12:20:00.00 +07:06:00.0 6512.6 1677.2
GI6_001030_GUVICS030_0001 12:20:21.71 +10:45:15.9 1699.0 –
GI6_001031_GUVICS031_0001 12:20:36.00 +14:09:36.0 1690.0 –
GI6_001032_GUVICS032_0001 12:20:38.40 +15:36:00.0 1692.0 –
GI6_001033_GUVICS033_0001 12:20:48.00 +05:18:00.0 1668.2 –
GI1_077008_FAUSTN_24 12:20:48.48 +09:57:14.0 3153.6 1491.3
GI1_079004_NGC4293 12:21:12.39 +18:22:55.7 3126.0 3126.0
GI1_079005_Group1 12:21:29.14 +11:30:25.5 3281.2 1689.2
GI1_079006_Group2 12:21:37.63 +14:36:06.8 1579.3 1579.3
NGA_NGC4303 12:21:56.14 +04:28:42.5 1992.2 941.0
GI6_001034_GUVICS034_0001 12:22:00.00 +03:27:00.0 1640.4 –
GI6_001035_GUVICS035_0001 12:22:00.00 +09:39:00.0 1663.5 –
GI5_048033_GAMA12_13473 12:22:29.44 +01:20:06.4 1644.0 1644.0
GI6_001036_GUVICS036_0001 12:22:33.60 +13:12:36.0 1692.2 –
GI6_001037_GUVICS037_0001 12:22:36.00 +06:18:00.0 1678.0 –
GI6_001038_GUVICS038 12:22:39.49 +16:49:01.4 2151.1 –
GI2_125013_AGESstrip1_13 12:22:48.00 +08:00:00.0 6552.5 1674.1
NGA_NGC4321 12:22:56.17 +15:49:38.6 2932.2 1754.1
GI5_057001_NGC4313 12:22:57.90 +11:35:04.0 3862.1 3862.1
GI5_057002_NGC4307 12:23:10.08 +08:47:23.0 6337.4 6337.4
GI6_001039_GUVICS039_0001 12:23:36.00 +14:45:00.0 1661.5 –
GI2_125012_AGESstrip1_12 12:23:36.00 +07:06:00.0 4511.1 2939.6
NGA_NGC4344 12:23:38.67 +17:32:45.2 1620.2 1620.2
GI1_079007_NGC4351 12:24:01.57 +12:12:18.2 1937.2 1937.2
GI6_001040_GUVICS040_0001 12:24:21.60 +05:24:00.0 1639.2 –
GI6_001041_GUVICS041_0001 12:24:26.40 +10:42:00.0 1696.0 –
GI6_001042_GUVICS042_0001 12:25:00.00 +03:51:36.0 1654.1 –
NGA_Virgo_MOS10 12:25:25.20 +13:10:29.6 3128.4 1590.2
GI6_001043_GUVICS043_0001 12:25:31.20 +04:41:24.0 1490.5 –
GI6_001043_GUVICS043_0002 12:25:31.20 +04:41:24.0 537.0 –
IRXB_NGC4385 12:25:42.81 +00:34:21.5 1662.0 –
GI2_125011_AGESstrip1_11 12:25:48.00 +08:48:00.0 2065.2 2065.2
NGA_Virgo_MOS08 12:25:49.20 +11:34:29.6 4312.1 1602.1
GI1_079008_Group3 12:25:50.59 +16:06:26.3 2152.2 2152.2
VIRGO_SPEC_2 12:26:00.00 +16:07:00.0 2415.4 2415.4
GI1_079009_Group4 12:26:16.90 +09:43:07.2 2009.2 2008.2
GI6_001044_GUVICS044_0001 12:26:24.00 +06:18:00.0 1674.1 –
GI2_125010_AGESstrip1_10 12:26:24.00 +08:00:00.0 3266.4 1637.4
GI6_001045_GUVICS045_0001 12:26:36.00 +14:12:00.0 1665.2 –
NGA_NGC4421 12:27:03.61 +15:27:58.6 2052.6 1026.5
GI6_001046_GUVICS046_0001 12:27:12.00 +16:45:36.0 1524.3 –
GI2_125009_AGESstrip1_09 12:27:12.00 +07:06:00.0 3188.1 1572.0
NGA_Virgo_MOS02 12:27:13.20 +12:22:29.6 2702.2 1604.0
NGA_NGC4450 12:27:34.46 +16:42:02.5 381.0 –
GI6_001047_GUVICS047 12:27:48.37 +04:35:13.4 1928.0 –
GI1_079012_Group5 12:27:49.92 +15:01:23.4 1616.1 1616.1
GI3_089011_VHC 12:28:07.20 +01:24:00.0 1507.2 1507.2
GI4_002002_HI_1225p01 12:28:07.20 +01:24:00.0 21836.2 8970.6
GI6_001048_GUVICS048_0001 12:28:25.84 +05:31:32.1 1680.0 –
GI6_001049_GUVICS049_0001 12:28:29.82 +10:41:10.3 1704.0 –
GI1_077010_TYC2888961 12:28:46.89 +07:08:54.7 1598.0 1598.0
GI1_079010_NGC4457 12:28:59.00 +03:34:14.3 5723.2 2496.0
GI6_001050_GUVICS050 12:28:59.84 +17:38:13.4 2437.3 –
GI1_109010_NGC4459 12:29:00.03 +13:58:42.8 1570.8 1570.8
NGA_Virgo_MOS09 12:29:01.20 +13:10:29.6 4536.4 1403.2
GI4_012003_3C273 12:29:06.70 +02:19:43.5 50050.5 29948.6
GI2_125008_AGESstrip1_08 12:29:24.28 +08:35:13.4 1635.0 1635.0
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Table 1. continued.
Field RA Dec NUV integration time FUV integration time
(J.2000) (J.2000) (s) (s)
NGA_Virgo_MOS06 12:29:25.20 +11:34:29.6 4451.1 1600.0
GI6_001051_GUVICS051_0001 12:29:36.00 +15:54:00.0 1375.7 –
GI4_033001_SDSSJ122950p020153 12:29:50.58 +02:01:53.7 1658.2 1658.2
GI1_109011_NGC4477 12:30:02.18 +13:38:11.3 1720.4 1720.4
GI6_001052_GUVICS052_0001 12:30:24.00 +07:45:36.0 1628.0 –
GI6_001053_GUVICS053_0001 12:30:27.03 +06:21:30.8 1670.2 –
GI6_001054_GUVICS054_0001 12:30:29.25 +09:47:53.8 1652.2 –
GI1_080029_IRASF12280p0133 12:30:34.43 +01:16:24.4 7506.9 1671.2
MISDR2_13586_0520 12:30:46.03 +01:17:04.8 2595.4 847.0
NGA_Virgo_MOS01 12:30:49.20 +12:22:29.6 4685.9 1576.1
GI4_012004_RXJ1230d8p0115 12:30:50.00 +01:15:22.6 46087.9 31246.2
GI6_001055_GUVICS055_0001 12:31:16.80 +04:42:00.0 1649.2 –
GI6_001056_GUVICS056_0001 12:31:24.00 +14:51:00.0 1620.1 –
GI1_079011_NGC4498 12:31:39.49 +16:48:50.4 3041.2 3041.2
GI1_077011_TYC8775461 12:32:07.52 +12:15:50.3 1702.0 1702.0
GI6_001057_GUVICS057_0001 12:32:12.00 +10:48:00.0 1691.0 –
GI4_042076_AOHI123223p160130 12:32:23.00 +16:01:30.0 1168.4 1168.4
NGA_NGC4536 12:32:29.40 +01:58:20.7 1762.0 1280.0
NGA_Virgo_MOS11 12:32:37.20 +13:10:29.6 3842.3 1581.0
GI1_033005_NGC4517 12:32:45.59 +00:06:54.1 6402.6 1906.3
GI1_097006_NGC4517 12:32:45.60 +00:06:54.0 5178.3 2678.1
NGA_Virgo_MOS05 12:33:01.20 +11:34:29.6 4353.4 1567.5
GI6_001058_GUVICS058_0001 12:33:04.80 +17:42:00.0 1555.1 –
GI2_125007_AGESstrip1_07 12:33:12.00 +07:06:00.0 3156.3 1665.1
GI6_001059_GUVICS059_0001 12:33:12.00 +08:30:00.0 1684.2 –
GI1_079013_NGC4522 12:33:39.60 +09:10:26.0 2496.1 2496.1
GI6_001060_GUVICS060 12:33:48.00 +14:06:00.0 1719.6 –
GI3_041007_NGC4526 12:34:03.00 +07:41:57.0 1660.2 1660.2
GI6_001061_GUVICS061_0001 12:34:12.00 +15:09:00.0 1629.0 –
GI1_079014_NGC4532 12:34:19.45 +06:28:02.2 2968.2 1343.9
GI6_001062_GUVICS062_0001 12:34:24.00 +10:09:00.0 1623.8 –
NGA_Virgo_MOS03 12:34:25.20 +12:22:29.6 4738.4 1588.2
GI6_001064_GUVICS064_0001 12:34:48.00 +04:36:00.0 1639.3 –
GI6_001063_GUVICS063_0001 12:34:48.00 +05:28:12.0 1670.2 –
GI1_077012_TYC8742271 12:35:23.93 +09:26:56.2 2233.1 2233.1
GI6_001065_GUVICS065 12:35:36.00 +16:48:00.0 1963.1 –
GI2_125031_AGESstrip2_09 12:36:00.00 +11:00:00.0 1706.0 1706.0
NGA_Virgo_MOS12 12:36:13.20 +13:10:29.6 4738.5 1594.0
GI6_001066_GUVICS066 12:36:24.00 +16:06:00.0 1625.5 –
NGA_Virgo_MOS07 12:36:37.20 +11:34:29.6 4495.1 1575.1
GI1_109013_NGC4570 12:36:53.40 +07:14:47.9 1653.3 1653.3
GI2_034006_Malin1 12:36:59.30 +14:19:49.5 3154.2 3154.2
NGA_MALIN1 12:37:00.48 +14:20:07.7 1836.5 1836.5
GI2_125006_AGESstrip1_06 12:37:12.00 +08:30:00.0 1690.0 1690.0
GI1_077013_BDp162394 12:37:14.84 +15:25:11.9 1664.0 1664.0
NGA_NGC4578 12:37:31.67 +09:33:36.6 33.1 33.1
GI1_079015_NGC4580 12:37:48.40 +05:39:14.4 3037.1 1403.6
GI2_125005_AGESstrip1_05 12:38:00.00 +08:00:00.0 1661.0 1661.0
NGA_Virgo_MOS04 12:38:01.20 +12:22:29.6 3805.0 1609.0
GI1_109024_NGC4596 12:38:19.44 +10:10:33.9 1661.0 1661.0
GI6_001067_GUVICS067_0001 12:38:38.40 +06:30:00.0 1680.0 –
GI6_001068_GUVICS068_0001 12:39:12.00 +09:27:00.0 1666.2 –
GI6_001069_GUVICS069_0001 12:39:33.60 +07:27:00.0 1605.0 –
GI2_125030_AGESstrip2_08 12:39:36.00 +11:00:00.0 1658.0 1658.0
GI6_001070_GUVICS070_0001 12:39:36.00 +14:55:12.0 1630.2 –
GI6_001071_GUVICS071_0001 12:39:48.00 +16:51:00.0 1607.7 –
GI6_001072_GUVICS072 12:40:00.00 +13:48:00.0 1525.1 –
GI2_125029_AGESstrip2_07 12:40:24.00 +12:00:00.0 1658.1 1658.1
GI6_001073_GUVICS073_0001 12:40:36.00 +15:57:00.0 1590.4 –
NGA_NGC4612 12:41:20.37 +07:40:12.0 366.0 366.0
GI6_001074_GUVICS074 12:41:24.00 +13:00:00.0 2862.3 –
GI6_001075_GUVICS075_0001 12:42:00.00 +05:55:48.0 1629.0 –
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Table 1. continued.
Field RA Dec NUV integration time FUV integration time
(J.2000) (J.2000) (s) (s)
GI3_041008_NGC4621 12:42:02.30 +11:38:49.0 1652.2 1652.2
GI6_001076_GUVICS076_0001 12:42:24.00 +07:42:00.0 1669.3 –
GI6_001077_GUVICS077 12:42:40.80 +09:22:48.0 1589.3 –
GI6_001078_GUVICS078 12:43:23.98 +15:18:25.4 1491.9 –
GI2_125027_AGESstrip2_05 12:43:36.00 +12:18:00.0 1649.2 1649.2
GI1_079016_NGC4651 12:43:42.63 +16:23:36.1 2588.0 2588.0
GI1_109003_NGC4660 12:44:31.98 +11:11:25.9 3113.2 1624.1
GI6_001079_GUVICS079 12:44:45.60 +17:15:00.0 1896.3 –
MISDR1_13700_0522 12:44:59.52 +03:36:16.4 1014.0 1014.0
GI2_125002_AGESstrip1_02 12:45:00.31 +07:29:13.4 2263.2 2263.2
GI6_001080_GUVICS080_0001 12:45:06.00 +13:37:12.0 1578.1 –
GI2_125003_AGESstrip1_03 12:45:12.00 +08:30:00.0 1696.1 1696.1
GI6_001081_GUVICS081_0001 12:45:28.80 +06:37:48.0 1690.0 –
GI2_125026_AGESstrip2_04 12:45:36.00 +10:18:00.0 1651.2 1651.2
GI6_001082_GUVICS082_0001 12:46:03.60 +13:01:04.8 1669.0 –
GI6_001083_GUVICS083 12:46:07.20 +09:09:00.0 1574.0 –
GI6_001084_GUVICS084 12:47:00.00 +15:57:00.0 2199.4 –
MISDR1_13761_0522 12:47:10.80 +02:43:35.7 2282.3 2282.3
GI6_001085_GUVICS085_0001 12:47:12.00 +15:00:00.0 1623.2 –
GI2_125025_AGESstrip2_03 12:47:24.15 +12:05:13.4 2276.8 2276.8
GI6_001086_GUVICS086 12:48:00.00 +16:48:00.0 1741.2 –
GI1_032002_VCC2062 12:48:14.00 +10:59:06.0 1661.0 1661.0
GI1_079017_NGC4694 12:48:15.19 +10:58:57.8 1517.2 1517.2
GI1_079018_NGC4698 12:48:22.96 +08:29:14.1 2642.2 2642.2
GI6_001087_GUVICS087 12:48:48.00 +10:30:00.0 2000.1 –
GI2_125001_AGESstrip1_01 12:48:48.00 +07:30:00.0 1693.0 1693.0
MISDR1_13823_0522 12:49:24.55 +01:51:05.6 1212.2 1212.2
GI6_001088_GUVICS088_0001 12:49:57.60 +12:55:33.6 1666.1 –
GI5_002021_HI1250040p065044 12:50:04.20 +06:50:51.0 1610.1 –
GI2_125024_AGESstrip2_02 12:50:24.00 +12:00:00.0 1654.2 1654.2
GI6_001089_GUVICS089_0001 12:50:48.00 +09:26:24.0 1673.0 –
GI2_125023_AGESstrip2_01 12:51:12.00 +10:36:00.0 1658.1 1658.1
MISDR1_13822_0522 12:51:20.99 +02:38:23.9 1174.1 1183.1
GI6_001090_GUVICS090_0001 12:51:31.20 +14:43:48.0 1671.0 –
MISDR1_13886_0292 12:51:40.70 +00:58:43.2 1570.2 1570.2
GI6_001091_GUVICS091_0001 12:51:48.00 +13:36:00.0 1655.2 –
MISDR1_13821_0523 12:53:17.40 +03:25:42.0 1240.5 1240.5
MISDR1_13885_0523 12:53:36.15 +01:45:37.4 1246.4 1246.4
GI6_001092_GUVICS092_0001 12:53:48.00 +10:15:36.0 1611.3 –
GI6_001093_GUVICS093 12:53:48.15 +12:05:13.4 2662.5 –
GI1_009046_UGC08041 12:55:09.00 +00:09:33.0 3034.1 1674.1
GI1_052002_KIG557 12:55:16.60 +00:14:49.0 15 319.1 7048.1
MISDR1_13884_0523 12:55:31.58 +02:32:28.8 2497.3 2497.3
MISDR1_13883_0523 12:57:27.31 +03:19:19.7 1600.0 –
GI3_084072_J125942p105420 12:59:02.40 +10:54:20.0 896.0 896.0
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